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Suchowesky voted
vice-chair of Student
Services Committee

SERVING EMU AND YPSILANTI SINCE 1881

One dead, one injured in shooting outside
Tom’s Party Store, investigation ongoing
TYLER GAW

CRIME REPORTER

COURTESY PHOTO

JENNA ROBINSON

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
REPORTER
Sen. Kirk Suchowesky was voted in as
the vice chairman for student services in a
2-0 vote during the Student Services Committee meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 17.
Director of Student Services Allanah
Morales said Suchowesky will have several
new responsibilities including logging meeting minutes, running the occasional meeting
and being more involved in event planning.
Suchowesky said he is ready to take on

COURTESY PHOTO

the position and its corresponding duties.
“I am very excited to serve as a Student
Government senator and as the vice-chair
of the Student Services Committee for the
2019-2020 school year,” Suchowesky said.
“As a returning Senator and member of Student Services Committee, I hold every student’s voice and well-being in high regard.
“I want to thank the Eastern Michigan
University student body for electing me as
one of its Senators and I look forward to
serving our students by helping accommodate their interests to the best of my ability
as vice-chair. Go Eagles!”

Student Government
plans self care week
JENNA ROBINSON

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
REPORTER
The Student Services Committee held
its first meeting of the academic school
year on Tuesday, Sept. 17. Director of
Student Services Allanah Morales started
the meeting off by sharing her plan for a
healthy living week.
Morales and senators are considering
calling the week of events “A Better You
@ EMU.” The committee is plans to have
the event during the week leading up to
the Self Care Fair, which takes place at
the end of both academic semesters.
Morales said they could start by having a day focused on health and diet.
“We’d talk about how to better your
health and diet through food,” Morales
said. “We’d talk about food options on

this campus. And then at the end we
would try to provide some resources, such
as sheets listing restaurants and markets.”
The committee also discussed having
days focusing on financial literacy, sexual
health and exercise. If the Self Care Fair
falls through, the committee would have a
day focusing on the mental health of marginalized people.
Morales also brought up the idea of
having a lock-in of sorts at the Rec I.M.
and collaborating with different student
organizations to have fitness-related
games and fun events revolving around
physical health.
The committee plans on reaching out
to groups such as the EMU Credit Union,
the Poetry Society, Active Minds, CAPS
and other various groups and student organizations to give students the best overall experiences as the year progresses.

The Ypsilanti Police Department is investigating a shooting that left one dead and one
injured. The incident occurred outside Tom’s
Party Store on Ballard and Cross St. on Sept.
17 at approximately 9:15 p.m.
An email was sent to students and staff
at Eastern Michigan University from the Ypsilanti Police Department at 10:27 p.m. stating that shots were fired and two individuals
were injured.
An EMU student, Nathan Todd, saw multiple cop cars surrounding the area with caution tape spread around the block.
“I don’t know how many shooters there
were,” Todd said. “It sounded like an automatic weapon when I heard the shots.”
According to Todd, a firetruck and many

paramedics were seen helping an injured person.
As of 11:05 p.m. the incident was reported clear with no threat to EMU’s campus.
According to Lieutenant Brent Yuchasz
from the Ypsilanti Police Department, the
deceased subject has been identified as Solomon Brown. The injured 30-year-old was
transported to the hospital at the scene and
is expected to recover from his injuries. Yuchasz stated that no one is currently in custody.
The story will be updated once further
information is available. The investigation is
still ongoing.
Anyone with information related to these
events is asked to contact the Ypsilanti Police
Department at 734-483-9510.
This story was updated on Sept. 19 at
2:20 p.m.

‘Ask me why you deserve hell’

JULIA KOPS

PREACHER KEN FLECK VISITS EMU ON SEPT. 18, 2019.

ARICA FRISBEY

EXECUTIVE NEWS EDITOR
“Ma’am, why are you so intolerant?” Ken Fleck, a 41-year-old
self proclaimed evangelist, asked as a student exited Starbucks and
walked by, paying him no mind. In his hands, he held a bible and
a sign reading “Ask me why you deserve hell. This campus needs
Jesus.com.” Around him, a crowd of 20 Eastern Michigan students
formed. At times, the crowd grew and dwindled, swelling to nearly
50 people at its height, but the near constant is their anger as Fleck,
creator of the organization “This Campus Needs Jesus,” continues to
preach on such topics as God, Jesus-- and why everyone is going to
hell because they are liberal, belong to the LGBTQ community and
much more.
Eastern’s campus is no stranger to controversy in the form of
visitors loudly appealing to students to rethink their ways. However,
unlike Created Equal, the pro-life group that stirred up students last
semester, Fleck did not ask for the university’s permission before setting himself up at 9:00 a.m. Wednesday morning, atop a fire-pit bench
on the Student Center patio.
“I usually don’t ask for permission [from campuses] because we
have a constitution ensuring free speech,” Fleck said, scoffing when
it was suggested that informing schools could be helpful.
Fleck, a University of Michigan graduate, made Eastern the sec-

ond stop of his “Jesus 2020” Michigan tour, remaining by the Student
Center until about 4:30 p.m. During his time on campus, the street
preacher was the reason for several calls to the Department of Public
Safety, with an officer, sometimes two, lingering close by as the man
spoke. The first call came in at 11:00 a.m.
“Someone called because they didn’t like what he was saying. We
came, we left, someone else called again and we came back,” Officer
David Feeley said. “That [a drink being thrown on Fleck] was the
first thing [from the crowd]. Other than that, it’s just been arguing.”
A drink being thrown was just one of the many reactions students
had to Fleck’s sermons.
Lois Tom, who stayed and debated with Fleck for an hour, noted,
“He’s saying women should not be preachers, saying that gay people
are wrong, that he believes that Muslims-- actually, anyone who isn’t
a Christian is wrong. Saying that all of us are stupid for what we
believe and we asked him why he comes here. We’re such a diverse
campus. We have many religions, races, ethnicities and everything
here, and [he’s] coming here.”
Tom also said that she suggested to Fleck to “approach us differently. Maybe we’ll listen. He said, ‘Well, it caught your attention,
right?’ That was the only way to get you to stop, by having something
like that [you deserve hell] on his board. He’s standing above everyone like he’s something.”

SEE “KEN FLECK” PAGE 2

Lil Baby performs at inaugural NVRCH Music Festival
in honor of fallen EMU student Jayquon Tillman

ASHLEE BUHLER
NEWS EDITOR

Hundreds of people filled the Convocation Center on Sept. 19 for the
inaugural NVRCH Music Festival. The festival was held in honor of Jayquon Tillman, an Eastern Michigan University student who was shot and
killed at a party on May 6, 2017.
$3 from every ticket purchased went toward a memorial scholarship
fund in Tillman’s name.
The festival, which had both an outdoor and indoor stage, featured 19
hip hop artists including Neisha Neshae and Polo Frost. Lil Baby, whose
song “Drip Too Hard” peaked at number four on the Billboard Hot 100
chart in 2018, was the headliner for the event.
Honoré Washington and Clarence Taylor founded the festival as a way
to honor Tillman, who they met during their freshman year of college.
Washington said the goal of the event is to raise awareness to the life-long
effects of gun violence.
“What we are trying to do is show the effects of gun violence and who
you’re hurting when you pull that gun out,” Washington said. “You have
hurt his family who now don’t have their son, their brother, their grandchild. You hurt us who are his friends and classmates … We want to show
an impact to people on what it is like to lose somebody to gun violence.”
The festivals name, NVRCH (pronounced never rich), was a saying
that Tillman lived by.
“It was something he heard in a song and found a new meaning to it,”
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Washington said. “Just emphasizing the fact that there’s so much that we
have to do to be successful, there’s so many heights that we have to climb
in order for us to make sure that we become [what we want to be]. Without our hard work and determination, we’ll never be rich.”
Anthony Strickland and Da’shonte Riley, who were on the basketball
team at EMU from 2011 to 2014, formed their group ASDR after graduating college. On Sept. 19 they returned to the Convocation Center to
perform as the opening act for Lil Baby.
“I feel like I got a game to play,” Strickland said before the show. “It’s
the same type of nerves. I hope when the lights come on and they say my
name it’s kind of like throwing a ball up and I’m kind of like, ‘Alright, I
know what I’m doing.’”
Strickland said being back in the Convocation Center brought back a
lot of memories. However, being able to perform for such a meaningful
cause is something he will never forget.
“It’s nostalgic just walking through and seeing it alive again with the
lights on,” Strickland said. “It’s also meaningful because I grew up out
here. Gun violence is something that’s real, it’s an actual issue.”
Desmine Robinson, a senior at EMU, was a friend of Tillman’s. They
met through a program that empowers young men of color called My
Brother’s Keeper.
Robinson said it means a lot to have this event being held in his friends
honor.
“It shows that people aren’t forgetting what happened to him,” he said.
“It also emphasizes how important he is to us … for this to be happening,
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it shows that we’re still feeling his absence.
“He was a very good young man, very intelligent, very big heart. He
loved his community, he loved his people and if he was here today he’d
be doing great things.”
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Wellness Woof gives
students opportunity to
relax with therapy dogs
PAMELA MOHAR
NEWS REPORTER

Nick Pomante, student coordinator for the Office of Wellness
and Community Responsibility, hosted the first Wellness Woof
of the fall semester on Tuesday, Sept. 17, at the Lake House. The
event went from 4-6 p.m. and was open to all students.
The Office of Wellness and Community Responsibility has
been hosting the Wellness Woof since 2018. The Office of
Wellness has partnered with a 501c3 organization, Therapaws,
since they began hosting the event. According to Pomante, the
Wellness Woof gives students an opportunity to relax with some
therapy dogs, but its’ reach goes beyond that.
“Just look at the types of people that are in the groups today,”
Pomante said. “They’re people who may have otherwise never
talked to each other or met on campus.”

Pomante urges all students to attend, as the benefits of petting dogs can help reduce stress and anxiety. Stress can be
linked to the production of a hormone called cortisol. Playing
with or petting dogs has been proven to decrease the production
of that hormone, while effectively increasing the production of
the stress-reducing hormone called oxytocin.
Typically the Wellness Woof sees crowds of 70-280 students,
depending on the time of year. Next month it will be held at the
Lake House again, and following that in 348 McKenny. Students can follow news about the Wellness Woof, including any
location changes due to weather, a number of ways. The Office of Wellness and Community Responsibility has a Facebook
page to connect through, posts events on their webpage, and
keeps the EMU Today events calendar updated as well.
The next Wellness Woof will take place on Oct. 16 from 4-6
p.m. at the Lake House, behind the Student Center. It is free to
all students at EMU.

ALL PHOTOS BY PAMELA MOHAR

LGBTQ+ community underrepresented Angel Vanas runs
within Student Government, says Khan Star Studio by Angel,
JENNA ROBINSON

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
REPORTER

The Student Body Senate held its first
official meeting Tuesday, Sept. 10. QTPOCC Coordinator Ariana Khan observed
from the gallery and was able to voice her
concerns about the Queer and Trans People
of Color Collective not having an adequate
voice on campus. QTPOCC is a support
group for queer people of color.
Previous QTPOCC Coordinator Tay
Little emphasized the importance of this
collective being an open, empowering
space and a step toward developing a strong
queer community here at EMU.
“This group serves as a way to openly
engage in dialogue around what it means
to be a queer person of color,” Little said.
“We understand the importance of the in-

tersections of race, gender, sexual identity
and other identities. This space is for every
queer person of color regardless of immigration status, United States residency, how
open they are to others about their gender
identity and/or sexual orientation, where
they stand politically and what level of understanding they have about intersectionality.”
Khan came representing the LGBT Resource Center and voiced her concern about
under-representation for queer students of
color at EMU and how she hopes to work
with the Student Body Government to improve in this area.
“What the queer community as a whole
would want from EMU Student Government, it’s best summed up by our want for
diversity and representation,” Khan said.
“There are many ongoing issues that queer
students face that are directly related to
their non-heteronormative identity and the

first step to resolving any issue is addressing it. As the meetings progress, we hope
to have our concerns heard and, ultimately, see at least some of our common complaints be alleviated over time.”
Originally Khan came with the intention of being a delegate for QTPOCC in
the Student Government, however, the
delegate requirements state that the group
in question must be a student organization
in good standing at EMU for at least two
consecutive years. Since QTPOCC is a collective and not an organization, the current
requirements would not allow Khan to join
Student Government as a delegate.
Although the Senate said Khan could
not become a delegate for QTPOCC, Senators heard Khan’s concerns and expressed
their support for the collective.
Sen. Balaal Hollings responded by offering his personal support to QTPOCC.

built on acceptance
and vivid colors

SEE “LGBTQ+” PAGE 3

“KEN FLECK” FROM FRONT
Micah O’Flynn, another student in the
crowd, agreed. “It’s not that deep. I don’t
believe in telling everyone they’re going
to hell because they’re living. He’s literally doing the opposite of what God wants.
God’s about love and inclusion and love.”
Damien Gendreau was the student who
threw the drink, but decided that it was
worth it for one reason. “It was because he
told me that I deserve to be hate-crimed.
The cop said it was okay for [Fleck] to say
that to me.
“When I walked past [Fleck] earlier, I
had a full discussion with him. I walked up
to him and said ‘Okay, I’m transgender and
identify as bisexual, so what does this mean
to you?’ He said ‘You’re going to go to hell,
and you’re going to face shit in this life that
is going to lead you to hell.’”
Gendreau asked him to elaborate, with
Fleck allegedly replying, “You see, you’ll
get assaulted all the time, and it’s because
people like me are able to be aware that this
[stuff] is wrong. People are aware that this
is not how it’s supposed to be.”
“I said to him ‘that means that it’s okay
for people like me to get assaulted and hate
crimed and bullied?’” Gendreau paused,
“And he said yes. I went to class, came
back, bought the pomegranate [water] and I
poured it on him. It’s less than what I wanted to do ...If he presses charges on me, I
don’t care.”
Michael Chiaramonti had a different
tactic.
“This guy was standing up here while
I was sitting at Starbucks, preaching some
hate speech, and I thought it would be hilarious and take away from his spot if I stood
up here with a sign that says ‘Tony Stark
died to save us from Thanos.’ I think it’s a

News Editor: Ashlee Buhler

much needed relief.”
However, it’s the basic arguing that
Fleck took the most issues with.
“The cops came. They got calls, and
the students were lying about me, so make
sure you put that in your paper,” Fleck said,
going on. “The students were lying, saying
that the preacher was harassing people.
Those are false police reports. I said ‘Officers, you should arrest those students for
their false police reports.’
“And so there was a student there
that threw water--a drink-- on me, and I
wouldn’t press charges. Make sure that’s
documented, because I don’t press charges
against students because I love them and
my reward is in heaven.”
The questions Fleck fielded from students ranged from asking after his expressed beliefs to blatant heckling. When
asked about the day and the hour of the end
times, Fleck replied, “No one knows the
day or time,” before continuing with “This
is what’s so funny, guys: climate change
movement, they keep saying that it’s 11
years, or that it’s 10 years. They can’t even
make up their mind, and they’re doing the
same thing. They have a whole thing about
the world is going to end and they don’t
even know when.
“Yeah, you guys could beat me up, you
guys could spit on me. You guys could kill
me today! And my reward is in heaven. I’ve
been a christian longer than most you guys
have been alive.”
When asked by the reporter for one last
statement, Fleck responded with “My question to you: are you fake news? I’m literally
asking because there’s good journalists and
bad journalists. Good reporters--” He stops,
having heard a crowd member say that his

question is one from a conspiracy theorist.
“The Democratic Party are the conspiracy theorists because you thought there was
Russian conspiracy. You guys believed that
Trump was in bed with Russia.” After that,
he waved off the question and he was onto
the next volley of derision.
Inside Starbucks and all but front row
to Fleck’s sermon, Juan Alamanza went on
with a day at work. He watched the crowd
gather, fifteen to twenty people at a time. He
watched the students react to the preacher.
“A lot of people were cycling in and out of
the store. A lot of people would go out and
see what the commotion was about. You
would see people kind of come in, grab
something and go right back outside.”
“I enjoyed seeing how campus kind of
came together to agree this wasn’t a good
thing. It was various groups of people.
There was no specific group. It was just
anybody who was passing by who felt
like they had time to argue, they would go
in, they would speak their piece and they
would just go back and forth for a while.”
Almanaza noted the police visits to the
spot.
“Since he wasn’t technically physically
harming anyone, I guess they weren’t legally obligated to stop him or move him, so it
was more so students interacting with him.
One of our faculty in the Student Center
walked down and he spoke to him and told
him to leave finally.”
With Eastern behind him, Fleck continued on to his next spot on his “tour.” He
plans to be at another Michigan campus
next Wednesday, with his website offering
his planned schedule of stopping at Wayne
State, Michigan State, Western and Oakland universities.

news@easternecho.com

SOPHIA KALAKAILO
ARTS REPORTER

Angel Vanas is a native of Ypsilanti
and has been a licensed hair stylist for
ten years,. She’s also a makeup artist with
a passion for her work. Her studio, Star
Studio by Angel, is located in downtown
Ypsilanti at 224 Michigan Avenue. Vanas
took ownership and remodeled the building in May of 2017.
She specializes in vivids, or hair coloring of a very bright shade, that often
requires copious bleaching of the hair.
“I am pretty much queen of blonde,”
Vanas added. “Because in order to get
bright vivid colors, you have to lighten
the hair a lot.”
She places an emphasis on safety and
acceptance within her salon. Vanas identifies as an ally to the LGBTQ+ community.
“I wanted to create a place of light
and love where anyone can come and be
free,“ Vanas said. “That’s why I have that
‘safe space’ sticker on my door.
“I have had the honor of giving young
trans-man their first butch cut. I’ve had
the honor of helping trans-women grow
their hair out and give them make up tips
to ‘pass.’”
In many hair salons, the chairs are too

small for a larger person. Vanas is aware
of this common problem, so she selected
chairs that fit even her largest client. Another aspect of her chairs is that they are
turned away from the mirrors.
“The main reason I do that is because
my favorite part is when I get done, I spin
them around and you can just see they are
so excited to be their true selves,“ Vanas
said. “That look in the mirror is the entire
reason I do my job.”
Despite its proximity to EMU, according to Vanas, students are not generally
customers of the establishment. Vanas
presumes this is a result of her prices.
“My services are probably more of
something people of student age save up
for.” said Vanas.
Despite the nature of the beauty industry, Vanas does not intend her business
to be that of a shallow one. She said she
believes hair is an important part of a person’s expression and daily life.
“Hair is important,“ she said. “Hair
shows people who you are. Hair is powerful. People get really bent out of shape
and take a hard knock when they don’t
like their hair. When you love your hair,
you kind of don’t think about it anymore.
It frees you up, you don’t have to worry about it, so you can think about other
stuff.”

@AshleeBuhler
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Public relations organization hosts
informational meeting and social
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Police Blotter: Sept. 16 - 21
TYLER GAW

CRIME REPORTER

MEGAN GIRBACH

STUDENTS THAT ATTENDED THE MEETING HAD THE CHANCE TO SHOW OFF THEIR
CREATIVE SIDE AND DECORATE A SMALL PUMPKIN TO TAKE HOME.

MEGAN GIRBACH

STUDENT ORG. REPORTER
Students interested in strengthening
their education, expanding their network
and taking the right steps to begin their
career filled room 352 of the Student Center on Sept. 17 to learn more about EMU’s
Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA).
PRSSA’s mission is to “enhance members’ knowledge ... in order to provide the
public relations and related fields, local and
abroad, with the most qualified, well-informed and honorable professionals.”
Brittany Battista, president of PRSSA,
suggests that all students get involved in
this organization but especially those interested in marketing, journalism, communications or public relations.
“PRSSA is the foremost national organization for students in public relations,
communications and other related fields,“
Battista said. “It’s important for students
interested in these fields to get involved
because PRSSA offers opportunity to enhance their education, broaden their network and launch their career.”
Many of the student organizations at
EMU offer benefits such as making new
friends or learning a new skill. PRSSA,
however, offers a wide range of benefits to
help one prepare for their future career.
“PRSSA membership offers access to
valuable networking forums, conferences,
job resources and scholarship opportunities,“ Battista said. “In addition, our chapter is driven to help our members gain the

experience and practical knowledge employers are seeking and we do so by offering professional development workshops,
networking opportunities and more.”
Owen Tague, vice president of finance,
acts as treasurer for PRSSA.
“[PRSSA] is really great for networking and career building,” Tague said. “Especially with the agency tours, leadership
opportunities and the Student Development Conference coming at the end of the
semester. Also, it is a great way to get to
know other students who have the same or
similar major as you.”
Tague said he hopes this event allowed
students to get familiar with members and
potential new members of PRSSA.
“This was more of an introductory
event as all we did was decorate pumpkins
and enjoy some autumn cuisine, donuts
and cider,” he said. “Of course, there were
some announcements about what to expect
this year for PRSSA, as we have some big
things planned.”
Tague encourages incoming PRSSA
members to attend as many meetings as
possible and take advantage of all that their
organization has to offer.
“If you can attend the meetings, by all
means do,” he said. “It really helps the other members get to know you better, which
will also help you if you are interested in
becoming a member of the E-board. Also,
go to all the agency tours if you can and the
SDC later this semester. They are all such
great opportunities.”
To learn more about PRSSA and upcoming events, visit their Instagram or
Facebook.

Students warned of
‘phishing’ email scams
MEGAN MORRISON
NEWS REPORTER

Students may be noticing an increasing amount of email scams. Such scam
emails are sent out in order to obtain personal information under false pretenses;
this is known as phishing.
One example of the scams circulating Eastern Michigan University include
warning the student that their account
will be locked until they sign in; when the
sign-in link is clicked on, it takes you to a
page that is identical to the my.emich.edu
log-in page. Panicking because they think
their account is disabled, students will log
in to the seemingly official EMU site, thus
giving hackers access to their account.
According to a source from the I.T. department, hackers send out these phishing
emails to manipulate students into giving them personal information. Even just
giving the hacker your email password
can lead them into getting more serious
information on you, such as your bank
account information. Not only will they
steal your information, but they will use
your email to send out mass messages to
try to ‘phish’ others. This source reports
that these email blasts can consist of up to
80,000 emails coming from your account.
Despite emails sent from I.T. warning
students of these email scams and posters
in computer labs across campus cautioning students to create complex passwords
and keep them private, students do not really see phishing as a looming threat.
Laith Quasem, an EMU senior, said
the phishing emails are not something he
is necessarily worried about. While he describes himself as the opposite of techno-

logically savvy, Quasem said he finds it is
easy to spot a phishing email.
“You grow accustomed to what the
[official] Eastern Michigan emails look
like, so when you receive something that
seems slightly off, you just know,“ he
said.
When Quasem sees what he believes is
a phishing email, he said he immediately
deletes it and carries on with his day.
He does recognize that it is sometimes
tricky to conclude whether or not an email
is official or not. “It irritates me that these
people [hackers] try to take advantage of
other people who are more ignorant with
technology and assume it is from a real,
authentic entity,“ Quasem said.
Quasem said he believes I.T. Security
has a responsibility to do something to
prevent these kinds of malicious emails
from reaching students. However, “they
can only do whatever is in their power.”
He said he believes if there is no way to
stop it from the root, then the mass email
sent to the student population is an appropriate preventative measure.
While it seems that the average college
student has a good eye on dodging the
phishing emails, it is important for everyone at EMU, including staff and faculty,
to be more vigilant when going through
their inbox.
Remember that if you are ever doubting whether or not an email is real, always check the sender’s address first. As
the Division of Information Technology
advised, real companies and other legitimate organizations will never have Yahoo
or Hotmail addresses. They also advise to
never click on unfamiliar links in emails
and to never send out any personal information through email.

EMU’S I.T. DEPARTMENT REMINDS STUDENTS ALL ACROSS
CAMPUS TO BE SAFE WITH THEIR PERSONAL INFORMATION
WHEN ONLINE.

Copy Editor: Sheryl Norris

Monday, Sept. 16
Parts and accessories were stolen from a vehicle at 15 E Michigan Ave. The crime occurred and was also reported at 9:26 a.m. This
current status of this case is pending ac.
Damage to property – private property was reported at 9:57 a.m. The crime occurred at 118 College PL. between Sept. 15 at 9:00
p.m. and Sept. 16 at 8:35 a.m. This case is closed.
Tuesday, Sept. 17
An individual was reported of a cocaine possession on Grove St. and Tyler Rd. at 2:43 a.m. The current status of this case is pending
ac.
An indiv idual was reported of assault/ battery/ simple on multiple people including police at 3:08 p.m. at 517 W Cross St. The
current status of this case is pending ac.
A murder by gun was reported at Ballard and W Cross St. at 9:15 p.m. The current status of this case is pending ac.
Wednesday, Sept. 18
An Individual was reported of assault/ battery/ simple on multiple people including police at 9:50 a.m. at 881 Madison St. The
current status of this case is pending ac.
Thursday, Sept. 19
A failure to appear (FTA) was reported at 1:53 a.m. at First Ave and Harriet St. This case is closed.
Friday, Sept. 20
Larceny was reported and occurred at 8:52 a.m. at 220 Pearl St. This case is closed.
Larceny of personal property from a vehicle was reported and occurred at 10:46 a.m. The crime occurred at 130 College PL. This
case is closed.
Saturday, Sept. 21
Vehicle theft by unlawful driving away of an automobile was reported and occurred at 4:29 a.m. at 876 Railroad St. The current
status of the case is pending ac.

Several student organizations request Student
Government funds at committee’s first meeting

PHOTO COURTESY OF WAIFER X ON FLICKR.

HEATHER WEIGEL
NEWS REPORTER

The first Business and Finance Committee meeting of the year rolled around
on Tuesday, Sept. 17 as several student organizations and club sports came to request
money for upcoming events.
Speaker of the Senate Taylor Lawrence
opened the meeting by both reminding the
leaders of student organizations to open an
account with the Eastern Michigan University Credit Union (EMUCU) and introducing a possible new SG-funded student
service.
Student Government is looking into purchasing 100 iClickers, a leading audience
response system for college students. They
would be available for rental from the Halle
library in the winter semester if the pilot program is approved.
The program would cost roughly $4,400,
which would come out of media, general
services and reserves. Speaker Lawrence
has yet to discuss with faculty if this is an effective use of funds amidst concerns that the
technology may become outdated quickly.
The Committee then moved to elect a
vice chair. Sen. Tyler Wright was elected

over fellow Sen. Reid Scott by a vote of
3-2. Both cited experience within the committee and the ability to make tough fiscal
decisions.
Student organizations and club sports
teams were then given authorization to request money from Student Government for
events, leadership opportunities and tournaments. Organizations in attendance were
Behind the Music EMU, Surge at EMU,
National Association of Black Accountants,
Mock Trial, Club Baseball and Women’s
Lacrosse.
Behind the Music EMU requested a
large sum of $5,872 for the NVRCH Festival that was held at the Convocation Center
on Thursday, Sept. 19. But the organization
was only able to get the Student Government
capped amount per organization of $3,800.
Senators justified putting forward the money
by arguing that the event would bring payoff
to the university and to the scholarship fund
of late EMU student Jayquon Tillman; they
also argued that the organization was shortchanged by their sponsors. The funds were
given after a near-unanimous vote (Director
Mohammad Aggour abstained).
Surge at EMU then requested money for
the Second Annual EMUsic Fest on Thurs-

day, Sept 26. EMUsic Fest is a free outdoor
music festival with local music and vendors
that debuted last year. Sponsored primarily
by Sweetwater’s and serving as a springboard for local businesses and artists, the
organization is expecting a large turnout by
members of the Eastern Michigan, Ypsilanti
and greater Michigan communities. Surge at
EMU was able to get $3,000 for the event.
The National Association of Black Accountants and Mock Trial received their
requested amounts of $1,200 and $2,000,
respectively, by near-unanimous votes for
upcoming conferences and competitions,
where they will represent the University
among prestigious businesses and universities nationwide. Both organizations are covering their own transportation costs.
Finally, Club Baseball and Women’s
Lacrosse were able to get the $2,000 and
$1,200 they requested for upcoming benefit
events and league fees.
Sen. Alexa Cooley reminded the organizations the benefits of coming to more meetings and requesting funds incrementally. The
Committee also refreshed themselves on
Robert’s Rules and their recent Resolution
106-01 to split the allocation of SG funds to
student organizations and club sports.

“LGBTQ+” FROM PAGE 2

“You can reach out to anybody in the Senate but I wanted
to tell you that personally, I look forward to working with that
group about welcomeness and making sure you all have a place
on campus,” Hollings told her.
Several Senators expressed their frustrations alongside Khan
knowing that there are voices on our campus that are not adequately represented or spoken for.
Sen. Alexa Cooley offered the suggestion that the delegate
requirements could be amended to allow for more inclusiveness
both in Student Government and throughout campus.
“Maybe this is something we could go through procedurally
at another time but don’t we have delegates serve to represent?

They come here because there is an under-representative population that is a large portion of our student body that is not
shown in the Senate and that’s why they’re delegates. And right
now they’re tied to organizations but maybe in the future they
don’t need to be,” Cooley said.
The question that then arose among Senators was how many
people feel underrepresented and how many will they allow to
join and have a voice in the Senate. For now, the Senate’s solution to Khan’s concerns is for her to attend Student Government
meetings as a member of the gallery and voice her concerns to
Senators, since any student is welcomed to be part of the gallery.

MEGAN MORRISON
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The Senate filibuster should not be further jeopardized
HEATHER WEIGEL
COLUMNIST

In last week’s third Democratic primary debate, Sen. Elizabeth Warren
suggested that the reason America doesn’t have universal background checks
or a ban on assault weapons is because of the Senate filibuster. Warren has
been arguing since April that the time-honored Senate mechanism should be
disregarded in order to pass sweeping reforms like Medicare for All and the
Green New Deal.
She is not alone in this assertion. Harry Reid, the former Senate Majority
Leader published an op-ed in the New York Times advocating for the Senate rule to fade into oblivion. Reid, Warren and other liberals often criticize
Republican Senator Mitch McConnell’s efficacy in wielding the filibuster
to block progressive legislation as minority leader during Barack Obama’s
presidency.
The reality is that the minority party has made the filibuster a regular
threat amidst growing partisanship regardless of which party is in power.
The majority party has also frequently tried to limit the minority’s filibus-

ter abilities. In 2013, the Democratic majority, under the leadership of Reid,
first rolled back the filibuster on lower court and executive nominations, with
the exception of the Supreme Court. The Republicans then removed that exception in 2017 to move forward with the confirmation of Supreme Court
Justice Neil Gorsuch.
Both parties have since hinted at abolishing or threatened to abolish the
filibuster for all legislation. But that would remove the primary leverage tool
for the minority party against legislation it vehemently opposes and would
throw away any semblance of bipartisanship.
Progressives like Warren like to argue that eliminating the filibuster is
practically essential to making bold proposals a reality. To pass a big, bold
package, they believe that it needs to be done with 51 votes rather than 60.
They have essentially given up on making their proposals palatable to conservatives.
Democrats winning the Senate in 2020 is somewhat of a long shot,l but
they should be strategic about whether to eliminate the filibuster if they gain
the majority. If all that’s needed to pass legislation is 51 votes for the sake
of Democrats’ progressive agenda, they have to remember that the same is
true for when their opposition is in power. If the Republicans had a 51-vote

Feminism and chivalry
are allowed to coexist
ALLY GRAHAM

OPINIONS EDITOR
Of the many feminism misconceptions,
a common one that has always bothered
me is one that entails that a woman who
wants to be treated as an equal doesn’t
want to also be cared for by a man. The
truth is, these two ideas can very easily be
integrated together into a totally balanced
mindset.
The first way to break apart this misconception is by running down the meaning of feminism.
Feminism simply means that females
are equal to males. There are no other major aspects to it that don’t fall under that
umbrella. Any that do, such as radical feminists who view women as above men, are
simply not feminists.
Feminism was created by women who
wanted to vote, go to school, begin careers
and lose the image of the man-pleasing,
obedient house wife by day and sexualized
object by night. In no way has the concrete
root of the movement declared that we
don’t need or enjoy men. We just wanted
more for ourselves.
As for the explanation of chivalry, it is
the old-timey, romantic image of a gentleman that we conjure up from old movies.
It is holding doors, paying for dinner, men
proposing marriage and other public gestures that display to a woman that she is
loved and taken care of by her partner.
As for today, it almost seems as though
women are shamed for enjoying chivalry
and men, for those who choose to partake
in it don’t feel like they are allowed to.
If we really start stripping this down, I
can see both sides of the argument. But, I
still believe that it truly isn’t that deep and
they can exist together.
Some women view chivalry as an insult,

which isn’t too radical. Before feminism,
men treated their wives as possessions.
Chivalry was a man’s way of showing that
he takes care of you, that you’re his belonging and that you need him.
As women have gained more power in
their identities, it has manifested into a signal that a man is courteous and respectful
of women as a whole.
Feminists who enjoy letting a man do
these little gestures still get shamed. I find
this ridiculous, as though letting someone
pay for your meal means submitting yourself to them. It doesn’t hold a deep level of
significance anymore. Allowing someone
to handle things for you doesn’t mean you
can’t take care of them on your own.
As Actress Emma Watson explains, “I
love having the door open for me...I love
being taken to dinner...But I think the key
is, would you mind if I open the door for
you?”
This supports the idea that chivalry is
all about respect, and in today’s society,
can totally be role-reversed.
Chivalry may be old fashioned but, in
present day, it’s just a way to treat others
with respect. It has helped young boys
learn how to treat and respect women
when they first begin dating and it helps
establish a set of standards for young girls
of how they should be treated.
It’s not about being dependent on a
man. I know I can pay for my own dinner
and hold the door for myself, but when my
man offers, it makes me feel appreciated
and cared for, not like I’m incapable.
The best way to incorporate both of
these into one is by simply understanding
that chivalry, in today’s time, is a sign of
admiration. It’s not a sign that a women is
weak and can’t do these things on her own,
it’s understanding we can hold it down on
our own, but feel appreciated when they’re
offered to us as well.

Dairy consumption triggers acne
HANNAH GOTTMAN
COLUMNIST

With all the medical advancements
we’ve made, simple methods end up not
being considered. I struggled with acne,
and I was desperate to clear my face. Out
of all the different treatments, cutting dairy
was what helped my acne.
I did everything the dermatologist recommended: I went to several dermatology
appointments, I used topical creams as and
oral medications, I washed my pillowcases each night, I used products only labeled
non-comedogenic, I washed my face in
cold water and found ways to manage my
stress. I did everything the dermatologist
recommended me to do and more, but
nothing helped me see the improvement I
wanted.
I was upset. Acne is frustrating and hard
to overlook. Each day that I woke up and
started to get ready, it was another reminder that I had acne. So, I read blogs written
by those who shared a similar experience
and what they did to manage their skin.
Because each blog recognized dairy as
a trigger, I confronted my dermatologist
and shared the stories I read. However, I
was told that food is probably not the cause
of my acne because I suffered from “hormonal acne.” I’ve always defined myself
as a clean eater. I eat organic and unprocessed foods because I’m against food
additives. I believe that what we eat is a
direct outcome of how we feel, but the correlation between dairy consumption and
acne never crossed my mind until I began
researching.
After exhausting myself with the stress
of finding the product to cure my acne, I
decided to not listen to my doctor and remove as much dairy as I could. I was tired
of all the excess treatment. If removing
dairy from my diet was the answer to my
acne, then I was willing to give it up.
I came to find that completely discarding dairy wasn’t easy due to its prominence in our culture. I struggled to find
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substitutes, but I became accustomed to
living without it.
The studies I’ve read from American
Academy of Dermatology, AAD, and
WebMD link acne to the hormones found
in cow’s milk. An article written by the
American Dermatology Association,
ADA, also discusses dairy and acne. It was
found that dairy has a slight correlation to
acne through conducted studies, but is not
discussed to be the primary causation. Although it concluded dairy is “weakly” connected to acne, I think otherwise.
Several dairy farms force their cows
into pregnancy to produce milk which
leads to added hormones in the dairy supply. Many articles, such as an excellent one
from Viva!, highlight the idea that cow’s
milk is for calves, just as human breast
milk is meant for a human baby. Cow’s
milk is produced to meet the nutritional
needs of a calf; it can trigger acne because
of hormone, IGF-1, found in milk which
promotes growth.
A Healthline article reads, “Sometimes
the hormones in milk can also interact with
our own hormones, confusing our body’s
endocrine system and signaling breakouts.” This is what led me to believe that
my body’s natural reaction, or better yet
my body’s natural rejection, was to grow
acne when I consumed dairy products, because it was messing with my natural hormones. That is when everything started to
make more sense.
I did not wake up the next day and notice an improvement. Over time, however,
I did, and each day forward I saw more
improvement. I don’t want anyone to think
that my skin is flawless, as it’s not, but the
type of acne I experienced changed – it’s
not as vigorous.
I do believe that acne flares are associated with dairy consumption. I’m not saying that completely removing dairy will
clear your skin, but it might minimize the
amount or perhaps even the type of acne
you have. I recommend giving it a try. It
was successful for me.

threshold today, they would have been able to pass a number of reforms on
healthcare and labor opposed by Democrats.
In an ideal political climate, the filibuster would be used to spur compromise as intended but most often it is a means for the minority to block the
majority. The majority, then, should be wary to take the mechanism away
if it means they no longer have it in their arsenal upon falling once again to
minority status. If Democrats decided to do away with the filibuster upon
gaining a Senate majority, they would essentially be shooting themselves in
the foot for the future.
As to the point of bold proposals not being able to reach the 60-vote
threshold that a filibuster requires, the progressive majority should better
court their opposition to meet that end. Compromise is possible even in the
current climate and pragmatists might be better equipped to lead the charge
over progressives.
The filibuster should be here to stay, even amidst today’s gridlock. Removing it would be a strategic blunder for either party and keeping it would
be a necessary check against the tyranny of the (simple) majority. Rather than
getting rid of it, Senators should dedicate their time and efforts to restoring
the filibuster to its original purpose: compromise and bipartisanship.

New Student Orientation is
a highlight of my undergrad

HEATHER WEIGEL
COLUMNIST

The new academic year is in full swing
and it started with a three-day orientation for
incoming EMU students. As a student who
went through First Four as a freshman and
through First Three as an NSOA (New Student Orientation Assistant) leading into my
junior and senior years, I would argue that
it is among the best EMU programs and has
made a positive impact on countless firstyear students and student leaders.
Although I went through First Four three
years ago, I look fondly on my experience.
My NSOAs showed me that Eastern Michigan University was a safe space to break
out of my shell and explore my identity and
interests. The football game on day one and
the constant fight song breakouts instilled
EMU pride, the ice-breakers loosened up the
group, the free food was, well, free food and
programs like Yes Means Yes and CloseUp
showed some of the important, and sometimes harsh, realities of student life. Orientation helped me adjust to a new culture and
I didn’t know at the time that I’d help make
that happen for others two years later.

Whether it’s introducing students to the
campus buildings, exposing them to campus
life and culture or giving them opportunities to mingle with their peers, NSOAs are
tasked with showing students how to make
the best of their college years. NSOAs enter an immersive 6-day task complete with
training and application of those lessons.
They are drawn to this opportunity for
many reasons - to fulfill University or Honors College requirements for leadership and
community service, to further their role as
campus leaders or to simply give new students the positive First Three experience
they had years prior.
NSOAs have quite a different experience than new students, however, and that
can mostly be boiled down to the connections they make through training with their
Core Groups, O-TEAMers (the leaders of
NSOAs), SWAT (the behind-the-scenes
folks) and other Orientation Leaders. While
I urge new students to attend First Three,
I encourage current students to apply for
NSOA, O-TEAM and SWAT even more ardently.
Aside from learning ice breakers, the
fight song and the Eastern Energizer (the line
dance put together by O-TEAM), NSOAs

HEATHER WEIGEL

learn important things from representatives
of Diversity and Community Involvement,
the Title IX office, law enforcement and
EMU administration. They learn and evaluate their strengths as leaders, learn conflict
resolution techniques and explore effective
partnership and leadership.
Orientation Leaders are tasked, primarily, with providing new students a positive
outlook on our University while simultaneously letting them form their own opinions
on it, directing them to services and tools
which can help meet that end. It is one of
the more noble undertakings a student leader
can take on. Going through long days and
leading by example are an integral part of
being an NSOA, and it’s taxing - but worth
every moment.
Through my experience as an NSOA,
I have gained an understanding of myself
and of others. I have learned and I have led.
I have made countless friends and had my
faith in this University restored. I recommend this enriching experience to residents
and commuters, to introverts and extroverts,
to underclassmen and upperclassmen. An
effective orientation has leaders of all types
and that is proven through First Three and
through NSOA training.

Elizabeth Warren is not a progressive
MARCUS LAWNICZAK
COLUMNIST

Elizabeth Warren talks a great game when it comes to stopping
the ever-growing influence of corporations and big business but she
suddenly loses her principles and plays politics when these values are
put to the test. The Senator has great policy proposals on Wall Street,
taxation and corporate regulation but has a major blind spot concerning military spending, having a track record of subservience to some
of the world’s richest and most immoral corporations.
No candidate is perfect, but this fault is particularly telling, as it
tests how principled Warren really is and whether she will follow
through with her progressive platform at the risk of not climbing the
political ladder.
Decisions will have to be made that put one’s political ambitions
at risk if a powerful politician is serious about taking on insanely
rich corporations. Many are not only rigging our economy through
the legal bribing of elected officials but are destroying lives and the
planet itself.
One of the most pertinent examples of this is taking on the military industrial complex.
The military industrial complex is the relationship between our
nation’s military and the private, for-profit corporations that supply
it. Defense contractors such as Lockheed Martin, Raytheon and Boeing employee hundreds of thousands of Americans in almost every
state. Raytheon is headquartered in Massachusetts, the state that Sen.
Warren represents.
If the self-proclaimed progressive is serious about taking on big
corporations, she will have to target even those that employ thousands and generate billions of dollars in her own state. Doing this
would put Warren’s Senate position at risk because she will be
blamed if jobs are lost.
Unfortunately, the senator has failed this test multiple times,
conveniently forgetting her “anti-corporate” values to defend corporations. Politico reports that in 2012 Warren pushed hard to “stop
the Army from shifting funds away from a Massachusetts-built communications network.” This communications network, called the
WIN-T, was produced and manufactured in Massachusetts by Gener-
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al Dynamics, a corporation that generated $36.19 billion in revenue
last year. In 2013, Warren wrote in an oped that “senseless acrossthe-board federal spending cuts” threatened the program “despite its
clear benefits to our national security.”
You might now be asking what is wrong with Warren supporting this? Well, she continued her loyal support of the program even
though the Government Accountability Office cited WIN-T for “unplanned cost increases and performance deficiencies.” The military
itself wanted to cut the program, but a lobbying campaign by General Dynamics influenced Warren and others in congress to block the
Pentagon’s request.
In other words, this program was continued not because the military genuinely needed it, but because it increased the profits of General Dynamics. Warren’s support of the WIN-T program shows that
she comes to the defense of corporations when it helps to solidify her
position as a US Senator.
While the WIN-T program is just one example of this, the most
blatant case of Warren betraying her progressive principles came in
2017 when she voted in favor of President Trump’s military budget,
an extreme handout to America’s defense contractors. The National
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2018 gave the Department
of Defense an additional $188.7 billion in funding. This bill was a
continuation of the cozy relationship between the federal government and the for-profit, corporations that supply the US military. To
put this $188 billion increase into perspective, making public colleges and universities free would cost an estimated $79 billion per
year.
Sen. Bernie Sanders voted no on Trump’s 2018 military budget,
proving that he is the more principled progressive between himself
and Warren. Warren’s vote in favor of this budget should disqualify
her as a progressive but the sweet talk on taxation, Wall Street and
climate change, issues she has not been truly tested on, have blinded
many to her real intentions.
Of all the corporations to sell out to, Warren chose the ones that
make billions of dollars every year off of war, suffering and death.
She is clearly willing to put all principles aside when it comes to
climbing the political ladder. If Warren fails this major progressive
policy test, how can she be trusted to follow through on her other
policy proposals?
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Around the MAC: Eagles tied Men’s golf set school
for first place in West Division record at Marshall

Invitational in W. Va.
ISABELLA WYKOWSKI
SORTS REPORTER

The Eastern Michigan men’s golf
team started its 2019-20 season on Sept.
9 in Huntington, West Virginia at the
50th Annual Joe Feaganes Marshall Invitational.
To open the two-day tournament up,
the team, led by head coach Bruce Cunningham, tied the lowest 18-hole round
in program history with a nine-under
272. The previous record of 272 was set
on Feb. 26, 2018 in the third round of
the Loyola Intercollegiate.
The tournament continued on Sept.
10, with Eastern’s momentum carrying
over to yet another successful day. The
Eagles broke the 54-hole school record
with a 20-under par total of 832. Their
previous three-round best was 836, set
at the Loyola Intercollegiate in 2018.
Eastern Michigan finished the tournament in a tie for third place, with a
team total of 832 (280-272-280). RedEMU HEAD COACH ON THE SIDELINE DURING THE EAGLES 31-28 WIN OVER MORGAN STATE.

CHARLES POST & JOEY PISANESCHI
SPORTS EDITOR AND FOOTBALL REPORTER

Heading into the final week of the non-conference portion of
the schedule for the Eastern Michigan football team and the rest
of the MAC, both divisions of the conference are tight from top
to bottom. None of the 14 teams are undefeated but three programs lead the way with a 2-1 record. Those teams are Central
Michigan, Eastern Michigan and Western Michigan. The Eagles
are fresh off an upset victory over then-undefeated Illinois.
“I think our minds were right. It was the third week in a row
with a long trip but our guys handle that. It wasn’t perfect,” said
Eastern Michigan head coach Chris Creighton. “We’re really
talking about solidifying our identity. It got close at the end but
we were able to pull it out.”
After a tough third week of play for the MAC East division
in which every team lost, there is a five-way tie at the top of the
standings with Buffalo, Miami, Bowling Green, Ohio and Kent
State with records of 1-2. The University of Akron sits alone in
sixth place with a record of 0-3. They have losses to Illinois,
UAB and Central Michigan.
The MAC West division is also featuring a tie at the top spot
with Eastern Michigan, Central Michigan and Western Michigan all with records of 2-1. Toledo has a record of 1-1 as they’ve
already had a bye week. Ball State and Northern Illinois with
records of 1-2 are both looking to narrow the gap for the top
spot in the division.
With a chance for Miami to remain atop the east, the RedHawks travel north to Columbus to take on the top recruit of the
2018 class, quarterback Justin Fields and the sixth ranked Ohio
State Buckeyes. Bowling Green faces off against Kent State in
conference play while Ohio hosts Louisiana-Lafayette. Buffalo
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will play host to Temple University and the Akron Zips will welcome in the Trojans of Troy University.
Western Michigan heads to Syracuse of the ACC to take on
the Orange who are looking to bounce back from their 35-point
blowout loss at the hands of Trevor Lawrence and the reigning
national champions Clemson. Central Michigan and Northern
Illinois both have the week off. Meanwhile, Toledo travels to
Colorado State to take on the Rams.
Toledo head coach Jason Candle spoke on his team’s 38-24
loss to Kentucky and what he expects from the Rockets going
forward: “I’m really proud of our effort. They (Kentucky) are a
good team and a proud program and they weren’t going to let
Toledo beat them. But I give a lot of credit to our guys for being
in the game and we just didn’t make a couple of plays down the
stretch. All in all, for our first game, I thought our attention to
detail was really good. But there’s stuff that we have to improve
on.”
With hopes of staying atop the MAC West, Eastern Michigan
opens up the home portion of their schedule as they face off
against the Central Connecticut State Blue Devils. The Eagles
head into the game with a shot at getting to 3-1 for the second
time in the last four seasons. Eastern Michigan comes in the
matchup as 33-point favorites.
“The conditions change but I think the preparation for the
week stays the same. We’ll still practice on our regular schedule.
We’ll still work hard and hope for 1-0 result this weekend,” said
tight end Thomas Odukoya. “It’s been great. Our depth has improved a lot I believe. There are a lot of guys that can come in.
A lot of the second string guys performed just as well as the first
string guys this week so it’s a really good thing for our offense.”
The stakes are being raised as teams prepare for conference
play.

shirt sophomore Zack Mason led the
team with a 70-67-68 for a total of 205.
His three round total is the third-best in
program history, and he was just five
shots off Tyler Lewis’ all-time mark of
200. In ninth place was Junior Ty Celone with a total of 207, which was his
sixth career top-10 finish. Junior Cougar
Collins posted his lowest 54-hole tournament with a 208, having him finish in
a tie for 12th-place.
Freshman Luke Pelak tied for 38th at
a 214, and junior Tyler Rayman finished
43rd with a 215. Senior Zach Sudinsky
played as an individual with a total of
214.
Cunningham has been a part of this
team for 26 years, leading them to many
successful years finishing in the top
three at the Mid-American Conference
championships in 10 of the past 14 seasons.
The Eagles next tournament begins
Sept. 30 at the Firestone Invitational in
Akron, Ohio.

EMU Athlete Zack
Mason named MAC
Golfer of the Week
ISABELLA WYKOWSKI
SPORTS REPORTER

Zack Mason, a redshirt sophomore
out of Toronto, was named Mid-American Conference Golfer of the Week.
This is his first award after an outstanding performance at the Joe Feaganes Marshall Invitational on Sept. 9-10 in
Huntington, West Virginia. Mason ended the final round with a 68 putting him
at a two-day total of eight-under 205
which put him at the third best threeround total in program history.
Last season Mason played in eight
tournaments averaging a 77.09. In his
first collegiate match he finished with a
224 at the EKU Intercollegiate. At the
Desert Mountain Intercollegiate, he tied
for 17th place with a five-over 221, he
also finished 26th at the MAC championship with a 152.

In high school Mason went to Blyth
Academy Lawrence Park and York
Mills Collegiate, with an average below
74. He was the schools first player since
2007 to attend the state championships
and was a two-time MVP and Golfer of
the Year at York Mills Collegiate. On
top of those accomplishments, he also
claimed back-to-back city championships during his sophomore and junior
year.
The Eagles finished in third place
at the Joe Feaganes Invitational, where
they set the 54-hole school record. The
Eagles next outing will be on Monday,
Sept. 30 in the Firestone Intercollegiate
in Akron, Ohio. The following event
will be the Health Plan Mountaineer Invitational in Bridgeport, West Virginia
beginning on Oct. 7. Mason will look
to continue his impressive play going
forward.

Volleyball falls to 3-5 after facing Navy and Michigan
LUKE GREMBAN

SPORTS REPORTER

JANINA POLLATZ
ALYSSA LAFACE BUMPS THE BALL DURING THE GAME AGAINST WESTERN MICHIGAN AT THE CONVOCATION CENTER.
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Eastern Michigan volleyball played
Navy Sept. 14 at the Convocation Center.
Eastern came into this game with a 3-3 record, fresh off of a 3-0 rout of McNeese
State to end the Sawyer Camillo Memorial
Classic.
Eastern Michigan started the Michigan
Challenge with its game against Navy,
a three-game event featuring Navy, the
University of Michigan and Purdue-Fort
Wayne. Navy came into the game 3-4,
while losing three of its last four before
defeating the Eagles in five sets.
The Eagles started off winning the first
set 25-19. Navy jumped out to an early
lead with an aggressive offense and an
energetic and lively bench. Eastern then
found its footing and finished strong with
a 6-0 run to end the set.
In the second set, Navy started out
strong again, causing Eastern to call a timeout after a four-point run. With the score
at 12-6 in favor of Navy, Eastern shaped
up its game plan and clawed its way to a
16-16 tie. The rest of the set was a tight
back-and-forth match, with Eastern always
one or two points behind Navy. However,
Eastern lost the set 25-23 after Ariel Hamby was called for touching the net.
In set three, it was Eastern Michigan
that jumped out to an early lead. The

Eagles rode the wave of momentum and
points to finish the set with a 25-20 win.
In the fourth set, Navy started to get the
ball over the net quickly, sometimes not
even maximizing all three hits to set a
spike in favor of getting the ball over the
net and keeping Eastern on its heels. The
set reached sudden death, and with both
teams tied at 25, Eastern Michigan middle blocker April Houston blocked a Navy
spike with her face. Camille Schomer
fielded the spike and set it back to April,
who hammered a spike at the Navy defense, securing a point and giving Eastern
the advantage.
Eastern was not able to capitalize on
this, though, and Navy answered with two
spikes of its own. Also, an ill-aimed spike
by April hit out of bounds gave Navy the
set. With the match tied at two sets for
both teams, a final set was played to 15
points. Navy began this set with the lead
and maintained it to the finish through aggressive and athletic play. Navy won the
final set 15-13 and took the win.
Eastern Michigan played the Michigan Wolverines on Sunday, Sept. 15 and
lost again. The Eagles now sit at 3-5 and
have lost two consecutive matches. With
one game remaining in the Michigan
Challenge, Eastern Michigan faces Purdue-Fort Wayne on Tuesday, Sept. 17 at
the Convocation Center. The Eagles will
then participate in the Purdue Tournament
beginning Sept. 20.

@pond.riley
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Eastern Michigan wins home opener in thrilling
fashion against Central Conn. State, 34-29
JOEY PISANESCHI
SPORTS WRITER

Eastern Michigan held a 28-15 lead
over the Central Connecticut State Blue
Devils with just over 11 minutes remaining in the fourth quarter. However, after
allowing a one-yard touchdown run by
Keonte Lucas and a 68-yard strike from
Aaron Winchester to Tyshaun James, the
Eagles found themselves staring at a one
point deficit with just 20 seconds remaining. That is until Matthew Sexton made
the game-winning play.
“One hundred percent. There is no
way he (Demarius Reed) wasn’t looking
out for us on that one,” Sexton said after
blocking the punt and returning it for a
touchdown. “We’ve been practicing that
all week. They had their guard and their
tackle and they were tight. Without the
specialist team, there is no way that happens. It’s just taking the ball off the foot.
How it bounced up right into my hands, I
don’t know, that’s a blessing from God.
I’ll take it.”
Sexton, who helped give the Eagles a
34-29 victory, was chosen to wear Reed’s
former number. After Reed’s passing in
2013, the jersey was temporarily retired
for five years until the team decided to issue the number to their best senior wide
receiver as a way to honor his legacy.
Not only did Sexton make the
game-winning play on special teams, he
also caught two passes from senior quarterback Mike Glass III for 12 yards.Glass
threw for a career-high four touchdown
passes on 26 completions for 279 yards.
He also threw his third and fourth interceptions of the season after a 50-minute
weather delay.
When asked how the delay affected
the players, Sexton proclaimed: “It is a
business trip no matter what. It is something that this year we haven’t had to deal
with. That is just something we handle
with poise. Its adversity and without adversity, it doesn’t make a great team.”
By defeating Central Connecticut
State, the Eagles have ended their 0-10
skid following Big Ten wins over the past
few years. Head coach Chris Creighton
was relieved to put the streak behind his
team but still acknowledges that there is a
lot more work to be done.
“I got out coached and out prepared.
It feels as though they played harder than
we did,” he said. “I know the whole country just chalks it up as time goes by as
just another win and you move on and all
of that, but I’m just not wired that way.
I’m not saying that is right, that is just my
issue.”
Kobie Beltram led the defensive attack
for the Eagles, recording a game-high 12
tackles, as well as forcing and recovering
a fumble. Beltrum also defensed a pass
by the Blue Devils. Despite Beltram’s exceptional play, coach Creighton felt that
more needed to be done by his team’s defensive unit.
“I just don’t know that we had a lot
of life defensively early. There wasn’t
the energy that is needed on top of that,
one of the ways to change that is to make
plays,” Creighton said. “I think that
forced fumble was an absolutely huge
play. He (Beltram) is a good leader and
he’s a good player for us. I love having
him on our team.”
Both Eastern Michigan and Central
Connecticut State leave Rynearson Stadium with records of 3-1 heading into their
bye weeks. The Blue Devils will travel
to take on the Sacred Heart University
Pioneers on Saturday, Oct. 5, while the
Eagles will travel upstate to take on conference rival Central Michigan.
The Eagles are 3-1 for the first time
since 2016.

TOP - EMU WIDE RECEIVER QUIAN WILLIAMS REACHES BALL FOR A TOUCHDOWN AT RYNEARSON STADIUM ON
SEPT. 21.
TOP LEFT - EMU FLAGS ARE RAN
THROUGH ENDZONE AT RYNEARSON STADIUM ON SEPT. 21.
TOP RIGHT - EMU QUARTERBACK MIKE
GLASS III CLAPS HIS HANDS FOR SNAP AT
RYNEARSON STADIUM ON SEPT. 21.
BOTTOM LEFT - EMU LINEBACKER
TERRY MYRICK SETS UP FOR CCSU OFFENSIVE SNAP AT RYNEARSON STADIUM
ON SEPT. 21.
BOTTOM RIGHT - EMU RUNNING BACK
KARMI MACKEY PUTS OUT STIFF ARM AT
RYNEARSON STADIUM ON SEPT. 21.
BOTTOM - EMU HEAD COACH CHRIS
CREIGHTON LOOKS ON AS DEFENSE
COMES OFF THE FIELD AT RYNEARSON
STADIUM ON SEPT. 21.
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Volleyball defeats Purdue-Fort Wayne
in four sets, move on to tournament
LUKE GREMBAN

SPORTS REPORTER
The Eastern Michigan women’s volleyball team squared off against Purdue-Fort Wayne on Tuesday, Sept. 17.
The Eagles came into the game with a 3-5
record, hoping to improve that in the last
game of the Michigan Challenge. Purdue-Fort Wayne came into the game with
a 3-8 record and had Eastern Michigan as
the last game of their Dunn Hospitality
Tournament. Purdue-Fort Wayne was 1-2
in their last three games coming into the
match.
Eastern Michigan started slow in the
first set of the match, dropping the first set
with a score of 25-17. The Eagles looked
sluggish defensively and the team suffered from missed defensive assignments
and slow movement. Offensively, every
time Eastern got momentum, they would
miss the next defensive play and allow
Purdue-Fort Wayne to score a point.
However, in the second set, Eastern
started with a 4-0 run and won the set
25-15. The Eagles picked up their offensive play and instead of desperate digs
and sluggish conversions, they greatly

improved their offensive capabilities, finishing the second set with 17 kills to Purdue-Fort Wayne’s six kills.
EMU continued to dominate in the
next set, outworking Purdue-Fort Wayne
with an advantage of 16-5 in kills during
the third set, as well as playing a cleaner game with only three attack errors.
It was a strong defensive set as well for
the Eagles, blocking Purdue-Fort Wayne
three times and having zero ball handling
errors.
The fourth and final set was a bit more
of a struggle even though the numbers
don’t reflect it. Eastern Michigan won the
set 25-14. However, there were numerous
long volleys but Eastern almost always
came out on top with superior defense and
strong spikes.
The Eagles will now start the Purdue Tournament, which features games
against Murray State, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi and Purdue University. The
Murray State and Texas A&M matches
will both be on Sept. 20, while the Purdue
match will be Sept. 21. All three of these
games will be played in West Lafayette,
Indianapolis.
THE TEAM CELEBRATES WIN OVER WESTERN MICHIGAN AT THE CONVOCATION CENTER ON FRIDAY NOV. 3.

Week 4 Preview: Eagles take
on Blue Devils in home opener

EMU RUNNING BACK, SHAQ VANN, CARRIES THE BALL IN; THE EAGLES LOSS TO TOLEDO ON OCT. 17.

ANDREW MASCHARKA

JOEY PISANESCHI

FOOTBALL REPORTER
The Eastern Michigan Eagles have a
chance to accomplish something that has
only been done once in head coach Chris
Creighton’s tenure with the team, which is
starting the season with a 3-1 record. The
Eagles will have a chance to do so when
they face Central Connecticut State on Saturday Sept. 21 at Rynearson Stadium in the
home opener.
After the team’s upset victory over Illinois, Creighton has another record on his
mind.
“There are a lot of streaks that people
are talking about. Everybody is talking
about 3-0 against the Big Ten. The streak
that we are talking about in our room is
0-10. That has been our record over the
last two years after the Big Ten wins. You
can look at it as 3-1. We’re trying to go 1-0
this week.”
The Eagles lost six straight games after defeating Rutgers in 2017 and lost four
consecutive games following their victory
over Purdue last year. The team will try to
break that trend this weekend as they are at
home for the first time this season. Eastern
Michigan is the final FBS team to open up
the home portion of their respective schedule.
“Being with our home crowd, on the
grey turf, in The Factory with the new
building, we have a lot to look forward
to,” said Creighton. “A lot to look forward
to. I’m excited about it and I’m sure our
guys are to. There’s something about being

JANINA POLLATZ

where you practice and where you live and
for the local community and the families.
I think it’s going to be a really big deal.”
Central Connecticut is currently 3-0
and coming off two consecutive games in
which they scored 40+ points.The Blue
Devils’ rushing attack recorded 315 yards
on the ground, including two runs by Keonte Lucas of 75 and 85 yards that both
resulted in touchdowns in their most recent
game against Valparaiso.
Creighton noted that limiting their run
game will be a point of emphasis this week
in practice: “We want to have no more than
three explosive plays in a game. If that is
happening to us in any game, it is going to
be a long afternoon. We always start from
the inside out, we knew that our interior
defensive line play had to improve and it
did against Illinois. We have to continue
on that track to face another very explosive
back.”
Eastern Michigan quarterback Mike
Glass III and place kicker Chad Ryland
both earned MAC athlete player of the
week for Week 3, marking the third consecutive week in which an Eastern Michigan Eagles player has brought home the
honor. Glass and Brody Hoying earned the
accolade in the previous two weeks.
Tune in to ESPN3 at 3 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 21 for the broadcast or make
the trip to Rynearson Stadium to see if the
Eagles can pull off their third win of the
season, while breaking their 0-10 streak.
The Eagles are 5-3 in non-conference
home games since 2014, when Creighton
was hired.

EMU marching band performs Former Eagles face
halftime show at Ford Field
each other in NFL
ZACH STURGILL

SPORTS REPORTER

EASTERN MICHIGAN’S MARCHING BAND PERFORMS AT FORD FIELD ON SUNDAY, SEPT. 15.

ISABELLA WYKOWSKI
SPORTS REPORTER

Eastern Michigan’s marching band, also
known as the “Pride of the Peninsula,” performed at the Detroit Lions season opener
against the Los Angeles Chargers.
At halftime, nearly 200 students took
the field to perform Lady Gaga’s “Bad Romance,” Usher’s “DJ Got Us Falling In
Love” and Beyoncé‘s “Crazy in Love.”
A part of the marching band is also the
color guard. The color guard throws, flips

and spins flags throughout the performance.
During the performance, the Eagles all
moved around and even had a few dance
moves. It was obvious that the marching
band had practiced a lot for this opportunity.
The crowd seemed very pleased with their
performance.
The marching band participates in quite
a few events on campus, including all home
football games, homecoming, band day/
night and family day activities. Off campus,
it takes part in area and national marching
band festivals and competitions. The marching band also gets the opportunity to travel

Managing Editor: Austin Elliott (Happy Birthday!)

ISABELLA WYKOWSKI
to one or two away games each season. If
the football team makes a bowl game, the
marching band will also get to travel to that
game. The Eagles were in the Camellia Bowl
in Montgomery, Alabama last year.
The Eagles marching band is directed
by Dr. Chandler L. Wilson, and this is his
first season with the band. They’ll be back
in action this Saturday, Sept. 21 as the Eastern Michigan football team has its first home
game of the season against Central Connecticut State. The Lions defeated the Los Angeles Chargers, 13-10, in the home opener to
improve to a 1-0-1 record.

managing@easternecho.com

Former Eastern Michigan football players faced off against one another in the NFL
Sept. 15. Kansas City Chiefs offensive tackle
Andrew Wylie played Oakland Raiders defensive end Maxx Crosby.
These two NFL starters were on the Eagles team in 2015 and 2016. However, they
were assuming fairly different roles. Wylie
was playing every game on the Eagles’ offensive line, and Crosby was sitting out as a
redshirt freshman and playing limited snaps
the year later.
Both players were recently named to
the EMU football’s all-decade team for the
2010s. Crosby ended his play for EMU with
second all-time in sacks and tackles for loss.
He also finished two straight years of being
on first team All-MAC. Wylie played 46
games in his four-year career, a consistent
presence on the Eagles offensive line that let
up 13 sacks in 13 games in 2016.
Crosby was drafted in April by Oakland
with the 106th pick in the fourth round of the
2019 NFL Draft. He went through training
camp for the Raiders, which was this year’s
spot for HBO’s show “Hard Knocks.” Crosby injured his hand in preseason and has continued to play while letting it heal.
Wylie is in his second full season for the
Chiefs. He was being moved around the NFL
before 2018. Wylie was picked up by the Indianapolis Colts as an undrafted free agent in
2017, then he moved through two other practice squads later. He was cut from the Colts

squad and then signed to ADAM KARR
the Cleveland Browns
practice team and finally to the Los Angeles
Chargers. Kansas City signed him in January
of 2018, and he filled in for an injured teammate during the regular season. Wylie played
all 16 games and started 10 of them.
Kansas City traveled to Oakland for a
Week 2 matchup, another early test in the
AFC West. The Raiders had a 10-0 lead after
one quarter, but reigning MVP Patrick Mahomes and the Chiefs offense scored 28 the
following quarter. No points were scored the
rest of the game, and Kansas City won 2810, the team’s second win of 2019. Oakland
dropped to 1-1 with the loss.
Crosby finished with one tackle that was
down five total tackles from a 24-16 victory
against the division rival Denver Broncos in
Week 1. Wylie was a part of the Chiefs offensive line that let up only two sacks. Kansas
City didn’t give up a single sack in the 40-26
win against the Jacksonville Jaguars defense
the week prior.
The two former Eagles will play again on
Dec. 1.

@austinelliott99

